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KOOLE Industrial is pleased to present its latest newsletter to highlight some of our 

projects we worked on the first half of this year. 

 
KOOLE continues to execute the work in a safe and responsible manner. We are 

thankful to work with all our clients and hope to continue to work with them in the 

near future. 

 
Paul Koole 
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Removal of collapsed roof after snowfall, The Netherlands 

After heavy snowfall, the roof of a cold store collapsed. After securing the roof, there 

was made sure all items in the warehouse were safely stored elsewhere and 

KOOLE was asked to remove the roof in a safe and secure way with our specialized 

team. In shifts of 24/7 the roof was efficiently removed and the construction of the 

new roof is started. 
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Dismantling a 170 year old mine shaft, Bergkamen, Germany 

This impressive structure; Haus Aden, was used for mining coal for over more than 

70 years. In 2001 the last coal was mined at Haus Aden before it got shut. In March 

this year the entire construction and all of its scaffolding parts were dismantled in a 

safe matter. For more information: click link. 
 

 

 

Partial demolition of production plant, Ghent, Belgium 

In the harbour of Ghent, Koole Belgium dismantled two parts of a production plant. 

The demolition had to be executed with extreme caution as the two parts were 

https://www.wa.de/lokales/bergkamen/schachtgeruest-haus-aden-in-bergkamen-abriss-hat-begonnen-und-liefert-imposante-bilder-90246795.html?utm_source=hs_email&utm_medium=email&_hsenc=p2ANqtz-8TfQVkzN_mjMDRmZyK2l52gx3k-pmfM0HTIL_vYKcT6El-znr0lJWsxnK_tt8NzOxrBawI
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attached to other parts of the plant that need to be preserved. The team worked in 

shifts of 24/7 and finished it within the three-week timeframe. This without any 

incidents and to complete satisfaction of the client. 
 

Demolition project Mercury hall Spain 

In 2019, Koole was awarded for a dismantling/demolition project regarding a 

complete mercury hall at a chemical plant in Spain. It is requested by the client to 

remove in total 108 mercury ‘baths’ including adjacent piping, tanks, instruments, 

refrigerators, etc. besides some other parts of the plant need to be dismantled as 

well. 

 
In 2020, Koole started the project and still, Koole is working on this project. It is 

mandatory to clean every day the hall continuously with low water pressure during 

work to avoid pollution of mercury by air. For safe working conditions the workers 

wearing the complete day special Personal Protective equipment to protect them 

from mercury contamination. Every worker is also doing additional urine tests every 

week to control and to be aware of the pollution levels of the workers. This is a 

mandatory procedure in this project. The project will be finished at the latest in 

November 2021. This work has been of course carried out in full accordance with 

procedures defined by the relevant external regulator. 

 
After demolition and dismantling of the items and before the materials can be 

processed by independent waste companies it is mandatory to clean all items which 

were contaminated with Mercury. Therefore, Koole designed and installed a 

cleaning room with high-pressure water cleaning instruments inside. To protect the 

workers the cleaning room is trusted with an independent air solution. 
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The cleaned materials will be sampled after they are cleaned with high pressure. 

After final approval by a laboratory, the items will be transported off-site. This 

laboratory is placed at the chemical plant itself and is belonging to the client. If the 

samples are not okay the cleaning and sampling will be repeated till it is approved 

by the laboratory. This avoids pollution outside the premises of the client’s work 

field. 

 
The project will be finished at the latest in November 2021. This work has been of 

course carried out in full accordance with procedures defined by the relevant 

external regulator. 
 

 

 
 

Suralco, Phase 2, Suriname 

Since January this year, phase 2 of the demolition of the Suralco plant in Suriname 

is being executed. Phase 2 consists of the remediation and demolition of the 

remaining buildings in addition to all the foundations and concrete demolition of 

almost the entire 85 acres. 
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Demolition of factory, Drunen, The 
Netherlands 

The LDM (Lips Drunen Metaal) factory 

produced brass and aluminum bronze 

semi- finished products and was owned by 

LIPS, a well known name in Drunen. The 

decreasing demand, overcapacity and low 

prices of raw-metals; the consequences of 

the COVID-19 pandemic, forced the 

factory and its foundry to close for good. 

KOOLE took a big part in the overall 

demolition of the factory. This was 

executed under strict asbestos conditions 

as the roof and many assets of the factory 

contained asbestos. 
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DEVELOPMENTS 
 
 

Acquisition certificates SCC-P and DIN EN ISO 9001 for Koole GmbH 

Koole GmbH officially received its own independent SCC-P and DIN EN ISO 

9001 certificate. From now on they are able to execute the work under their 

own certificates. 
 

 

mailto:info@koole.eu
https://www.linkedin.com/company/koole/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCNjPjcmIqBgIQuZZt7jZPIg
https://www.koole.eu

